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Flight Petroleum LLC is licensed and registered in Mississippi U.S.A. operating under the 

commercial trade name; Flight Petroleum. We are a company founded by executives with private, public, 

domestic and international experience in sourcing and coordinating commercial transactions in the 

commodities and corporate sectors.  

Our Clients are our strategic partners. As partners, our goal is to understand our clients’ needs and

effectively translate them to produce successful fuel transactions. Through this understanding we

can employ the expertise and experience of our team to meet the needs of our clients through

effective process management focused on timely, competitively priced product procurement.

Flight Petroleum has contracts and established relationships with numerous refined oil producing

companies around the world. We also trade and market our petroleum and gasoil products,

worldwide but, primarily in the United States specifically, Houston, Texas. Our sourcing is based on

solid agreements which we have in place with various refiners. Our extensive expertise and our

flexible financial conditions enable us to provide a variety of transactional structures creating

valuable, flexible solutions to our clients.

In the process, our product sources, operators, risk management and finance partners provide creative

solutions to high value, proven Buyers to help them overcome the pricing, logistical, and financial

barriers that may stand in the way of such transactions.

Dedication and commitment to providing solutions that benefit all parties to a transaction create the long-

lasting relationships that enable us to maximize opportunities. We believe focused professionals can be

successful together when every player is committed and qualified to make transactions happen and we

engage in rigorous due diligence to ensure it.
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Global Fuel Access
While we also have access to Saudi, Iranian and Russian

fuel – our core suppliers are major refineries in the U.S.

The primary port of operation for Flight Petroleum is

Houston, Texas U.S.A.

As the need for marine fuel can be numerous other safe

world ports, we maintain a reliable logistical network of

other key ports for our cruise line and other marine and

most importantly, our ground transport clients.

Generator Fuels
Flight supplies office and other industrial and 

commercial buildings, hospitals, schools and large 

government facilities generators. We also supply 

fuel treatments to keep generator fuel healthy and 

reduce the probability of stoppages.
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Flight Markets and Products

Bulk Fuels for Ground Fleets
One of Flight’s primary focus areas is gasoline and diesel fuels for ground transportation fleets – trucks 

and other ground delivery vehicles, rental cars, corporate fleets, gas stations, etc.

Aviation Fuel
Flight counts Commercial airlines, the Armed Services, private airfields and prolific resellers as our 

client/partners for aviation fuels such as; JP54/JETA1, and other specialty aviation fuels.

Marine Diesels
We supply critical refined fuel needs for cruise lines and transport ships, Armed Services vessels and 

other large marine ship companies, including major Buyers. These products include; ULSD, D6, D2, 

Red Dye and other diesel products.

Contact Us:       

Consulting
Flight offers our advice and/or, well-vetted and experienced strategic partner resources in the areas of;

1. Fleet Fuel Cost Management and Containment

2. Maintenance and Servicing of Back-up Generators

3. Fuel Supply and Tanks

4. Fuel Storage Resources

5. Pricing Strategy

6. Due Diligence
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